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Stability of human gait is determined by a number of cross-related factors, including gait trajectory, joint impedance and neural 
control strategies. Here we consider a control strategy that can achieve stable steady-state periodic gait while maintaining joint 
flexibility with the lowest possible joint impedance. To this end, we study a heel-toe footed biped model with hip, knee and ankle 
joints and a heavy head-arms-trunk (HAT) in the sagittal plane. The model assumes a motion-captured periodic desired joint angle 
trajectory and a proportional-derivative (PD) feedback controller to track it, whereby the joint impedance is parameterized by the 
PD-gains. A maneuver is used, prior to performing the forward dynamic simulations of the model, to specify a desired steady-state 
gait (i.e., a HAT motion that cannot be specified by the desired joint angles) and its associated ground reaction force profile that are 
consistent with the equation of motion, allowing us to construct a feedforward controller for the desired gait and to isolate only the 
joint-impedance-related stability issue from the cross-related factors. We show first that the desired gait can be established as a stable 
limit cycle for an appropriate set of large PD-gains. As the PD-gains decrease for lowering the joint stiffness, stability of the limit 
cycle is lost only in a few dimensions, while leaving the remaining large dimensions quite stable, by which the limit cycle becomes 
saddle-type, accompanied by a low-dimensional unstable manifold and a high dimensional stable manifold. The low dimensionality 
of the unstable manifold maintains even when the PD-gains decrease far below the instability point. We then propose an 
intermittent neural feedback controller that is activated only for a short period of time at an optimal phase of every stride. We show 
that the intermittent controller can better stabilize the unstable limit cycle with small PD-gains by driving the state to the stable 
manifold, not directly to the limit cycle itself, leading to a flexible gait.  
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